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Background and Objective: Rest dyssynchrony (preDYS) is a predictor of response to cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT). We have 
previously shown that dobutamine induced inotropic contractile reserve (ICR) is a stronger predictor of response to CRT. However, the effect of low 
dose dobutamine on DYS has not been studied to date. It is not known if stress DYS during low dose dobutamine stress echocardiography (LDDSE-
DYS) has a role in predicting CRT response. A direct comparison between the predictive role of stress DYS and ICR has not been performed to date.
Methods:  25 pts (68±11yrs; 60% male; 41% CAD; EF 18±8 %; QRS 143±29ms) with indication for CRT were included. Stress was assessed 
during LDDSE (19±6 μg/kg/min). LV DYS was determined using Tissue Synchronization and Velocity Imaging. PreDYS was evaluated by measuring 
the standard deviation of time to peak contraction in 12 LV segments (Yu Index). LDDSE-DYS was defined as a percent increase in Yu Index from 
baseline of ≥10%. ICR was characterized by improvement in contractility in ≥5 of 16 LV segments. LVEF was evaluated at baseline and follow-up 
(240±205 days). Responders were defined by post CRT improvement in EF of ≥15 % from baseline.
Results:  14 pts (56%) responded to CRT. Among nonresponders the Yu index decreased from 39 to 28ms (p 0.02). In contrast, the Yu index 
increased from 34 to 49ms (p 0.006) in responders. ROC curves were drawn to compare the AUC to predict response to CRT. The preDYS measured 
AUC was 0.39 (std err 0.12; 95% CI 0.16-0.62) (p 0.35), the ICR AUC was 0.59 (std err 0.12; 95% CI 0.36-0.82) (p 0.44), while the LDDSE-DYS AUC 
was 0.9 (std err 0.06; 95% CI 0.78-1) (p 0.001)(PPV 92%, NPV 83%).
Conclusion:  Our findings suggest stress DYS during LDDSE may be a better predictor of CRT response compared to preDYS. This has not been 
reported to date with dobutamine. In fact, we have found LDDSE-DYS to be the best predictor among the 3 parameters studied and this is a new 
finding. While correctly identifying responders to CRT is still an area of intense debate and research, we propose LDDSE-DYS as a novel method with 
potential future role that is readily available, safe, and well tolerated in pts considered for CRT. Further validation in a large prospective study is 
needed.
